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CCNA - CLASS ON DEMAND LEADS THE WAY TO HIGHER CERTIFICATIONS
Innovative product offers a more flexible and affordable starting point for IT professionals
Today’s information technology engineers are in greater demand than ever before. Like many professions,
IT engineers must always learn, advance, and increase their knowledge. Companies depend on them to be
on the cutting-edge of the industry. However, with the challenging economic climate, companies are
eliminating training and travel budgets. Engineers are looking for innovative to get the training necessary
that leads to higher certifications.
The newest and most ground-breaking training option has recently been released by CCBOOTCAMP.
Dawn Tesar, Director of Marketing for CCBOOTCAMP, says, “We talked to thousands of engineers worldwide when we were developing this new product. We believe that the iCOD® – Class on Demand addresses
many of the concerns we heard.” The CCNA iCOD® – Class on Demand gives these engineers an
affordable, flexible and portable option to traditional or even online courses.
IT engineers who plan to work toward the highest Cisco® Expert level certification, generally begin with a
CCNA, Cisco® Certified Network Associate certification. This is the newest course now available on the
iCOD®. Engineers can now have all of the benefits of a traditional, week long; instructor led boot camp
without sacrificing time away from work or family. Employers are excited too because engineers can now get
the same high level of training at a reduced cost, no travel required.
The CCNA iCOD® comes on an 8GB iTouch® iPod®. The CCNA course includes over 40 hours of
classroom instruction that uses lecture and labs. Students get the same Cisco® CCNA course curriculum
and lab guides as they would in a traditional training course. The material included is specifically designed to
prepare the student for the CCNA 640-802 exam. Also included for the student’s success is 40 hours of
virtual rack time. This allows the student to thoroughly and effectively practice what is being learned.
Students can easily review trouble areas as many times as necessary. This, along with the dedicated
instructor mentoring via www.routerie.com, ensures that all concepts are completely understood by the
student.
CCBOOTCAMP expects to release additional Cisco® courses in the iCOD® format to cover all levels from
CCENT through CCIE in the coming months.
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If you would like more information about this topic, or to schedule an interview with Brad Ellis, please call
Dawn Tesar at 877-654-2243 or email Dawn at dawn@ccbootcamp.com.

